IPG356 – Laparoscopic hysterectomy (including
laparoscopic total hysterectomy and
laparoscopically assisted vaginal hysterectomy) for
endometrial cancer
SNOMED CT provides clinical terms for entry into the patient record to record clinical
information relevant to that encounter; the mandated classifications (OPCS-4 or ICD10) provide a method to collect and aggregate data to allow accurate and consistent
data analysis.

Procedure and device:
SNOMED CT preferred term (concept ID)
Laparoscopic hysterectomy (236887006)
Total laparoscopic hysterectomy (236888001)
Laparoscopic-assisted vaginal hysterectomy (75835007)
Laparoscopy assisted vaginal hysterectomy with bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy
(441820006)
OPCS-4 code(s):
Laparoscopic hysterectomy (LH):
Q07.4 Total abdominal hysterectomy NEC
Includes: Hysterectomy NEC
Y75.2 Laparoscopic approach to abdominal cavity NEC
Note: If the clinical record is more specific, then another code may be appropriate
from category Q07.- with the addition of Y75.2

Laparoscopic Vaginal Hysterectomy (LVH):
Q08.9 Unspecified vaginal excision of uterus
Includes: Vaginal hysterectomy NEC
Y75.2 Laparoscopic approach to abdominal cavity NEC
Note: If the clinical record is more specific, then another code may be appropriate
from category Q08.- with the addition of Y75.2

Laparoscopically Assisted Vaginal Hysterectomy (LAVH):
Q08.9 Unspecified vaginal excision of uterus
Includes: Vaginal hysterectomy NEC
Y75.1 Laparoscopically assisted approach to abdominal cavity

Diagnosis or health condition:
SNOMED CT preferred term (concept ID)
Endometrial carcinoma (254878006)

ICD-10 code(s):
C54.1Malignant neoplasm of endometrium
Or
C79.8 Secondary malignant neoplasm of other specified site

Clinical coding recommendations for NICE guidance
For each published interventional procedure and medical technologies guidance, we work
with NHS Digital to provide relevant clinical coding information.
SNOMED CT provides clinical terms for entry into the patient record to store clinical
information relevant to that encounter.
The mandated classifications (OPCS-4 or ICD-10) provide a method to collect and
aggregate data to allow accurate and consistent data analysis.
The UK Edition of SNOMED CT is managed by the Clinical Terminology Service of NHS
Digital. For further information including licensing, see UK Terminology Centre — NHS
Digital.
The Clinical Classifications Service of the Health and Social Care Information Centre is the
central definitive source for clinical coding guidance and determines the coding standards
associated with the classifications (OPCS-4 and ICD-10) to be used across the NHS. The
Clinical Classifications Service and NICE work collaboratively to ensure the most appropriate
classification codes are provided. Clinical Classifications Service — NHS Digital.

